Hereby the General Department of Civil Aviation at the Government of the Republic of Armenia (hereinafter: GDCA RA) grants authorization valid until 26 March 2018 to

SR Technics Malta LTD
Approval Certificate (CH.145.0200)

To perform painting on the aircrafts which are in Armenian registry, based on current «SR Technics» MOE revision and the positive results of assessment performed by GDCA RA Approval of Certificate № CH.145.0200.

Upon painting completion, the appropriate CRS with the following format shall be completed:

«Certifies that the work specified, except as otherwise specified, was carried out in accordance with Part-145 under the national aviation law of the Republic of Armenia and in recognition of the organisation’s approval (Ref.: CH.145.0200), and in respect to that work the aircraft/aircraft component is considered ready for release to service.»

This AUTHORIZATION shall remain valid unless the approval of Federal Office of Civil Aviation of Swiss Confederation CH.145.0200 is surrendered, superseded, suspended or revoked.

Arsen MANUKYAN